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ARE WE ALL ANIMALS? 

 

1. Animalism 

- “Animalism says that we are animals.” (Olson 2002) 

- “Each of us is identical with, is one and the same thing as, an animal.” (Snowdon 2014) 

- “Animalism is the philosophical thesis that we are each fundamentally individuals of a certain biological 

species (Homo sapiens)” (Madden 2016) 

 

Familiar, often fantastical, case-based challenges 

(i) P and ~A: brain transplants, envattment, tele-transportation, body-swapping, cyborgization 

(ii) A and ~P: severe brain damage, early stages of development 

- Animalists will insist both A and P survive/are present, or both are destroyed/absent. 

 

A less-discussed, non-fantastical case 

(iii) 2(+) P, 1 A: dicephalus conjoined twins, split-brain patients, dissociative identity disorder 

- Animalists standardly insist either 1P or 2A. Aim today to motivate a different animalist reply. 

 

2. Formulating Animalism: Who are we? 

- Not aliens, robots, or angels. Most common answer: human persons. Thus, Blatti (2019): 

□(∀x) (x is a human person → x is an animal) 

- But if human persons = human beings ∩ persons, claim is trivial. 

- Snowdon (2014) offers four precisifications. We =  

(a) The writer and readers of his book 

(b) The writer and all possible readers of his book 

(c) All human persons 

(d) All human beings 

- Problems: (c) and (d) are trivial; (b) false unless restricted; (a) too narrow, hostage to fortune. 

- Solution: start with first-person singular (“What am I?”), then generalize to others of same fundamental 

kind (cf. reference-fixing for natural kind terms like “water”). 

- Thus, for Snowdon: “I, Snowdon, and all members of my fundamental kind are human beings.” 

 

3. Dicephalus conjoined twins 

 

  
 

- Campbell and McMahan (2016; also: McMahan 1998, 2002; Bayne 2010, Gunnarsson 2010): 

(a) Abigail and Brittany “share a single organism” 

(b) Abigail and Brittany “are clearly separate and distinct persons” 

- C&M clarify that “all we mean by ‘person’ is ‘an individual of our essential kind’” 
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Campbell and McMahan’s Central Argument 

(1) A ≠ B. 

(2) Both A and B are members of the same fundamental kind as Snowdon and his kind. 

(3) There is just one single human animal, H, with which both twins are associated. 

(4) A and B are both related to H in the same way. 

(5) Since A ≠ B, and both are related to H in the same way, A ≠ H and B ≠ H. 

(6) Thus, neither A nor B is a human animal. 

(7) Thus, Snowdon, and all others of his kind, are not human animals. 

 

4. Premise (3) and the Two-Animal Reply 

“Although they have two hearts, two esophagi, and two stomachs, they share three lungs, a single liver, a 

single small intestine, a single large intestine, and single urinary, circulatory, immunological, and reproductive 

systems… Their organs are contained in a single rib cage and function together in a harmonious, coordinated 

manner… it is implausible to suppose that there are two organisms [when] there is only very limited 

duplication of organs and all the organs function together as a unit.” (Campbell & McMahan 2016) 

 

Snowdon’s objections 

(a) Inventory of organ sharing is incomplete; omits ears, eyes and mouths—also nervous systems! 

(b) Unclear what measure is being used to support claim that duplication is “very limited” 

(c) Unclear how duplication or lack thereof is relevant to animal individuation (see also Boyle 2020) 

- Points well taken but merely negative; also neglect C&M’s point that systems “function together as a unit”. 

 

Snowdon positive claims 

(d) “The generally accepted theory of the process leading up to conjoined twins is that two separate embryos 

fuse before developing properly”. This supports treating the twins as distinct organisms. 

- Untrue: Twins arise from incomplete fission of a fertilized egg (Kaufman 2004). 

(e) It is “surely obvious” that “in general” conjoined twins “should be described as involving two organisms”. 

This establishes a “prima facie” ground for treating dicephalus twins as such. 

- Cases hugely various, so hard to generalize. Popular conception a poor guide to biology/metaphysics. 

(f) Hensels “virtually universally” regarded by those involved as “twins, that is, two human children”. 

- Assumes “twins” used to mean two human organisms: and, again, value of conception unclear. 

 

5. Boyle (2020): All prominent biological accounts of individuation count only one organism 

 

Metabolism 

- Godfrey-Smith: Organisms are “metabolic units” (2014): “systems comprised of diverse parts which work 

together to maintain the system’s structure, despite turnover of material, by making use of sources of 

energy and other resources from their environments” (2013). 

- A+B are a highly metabolically integrated structure with single circulatory system. A+B one organism. 

 

Immunology 

- Pradeu: “An organism is a functionally integrated whole, made up of heterogeneous constituents that are 

locally interconnected by strong biochemical interactions and controlled by systemic immune interactions 

that repeat constantly [= regularly] at the same medium intensity” (2010) 

- A+B are monozygotic and have a single lymphatic system, skin boundary. A+B one organism. 

 

Evolution 

- Organisms = members of populations exhibiting: variation, heredity, variable reproductive success 

- Extreme version: individuality = genetic homogeneity. Distinct individuals must originate in distinct 

processes of sexual reproduction (Janzen 1977). Monozygotic twins scattered individuals! 

- Moderate version: Godfrey-Smith’s “Darwinian individuals” = reproducing entities which exhibit: 

(i) Bottleneck origins: in humans, narrowing to a single cell at juncture between generations 

(ii) Germ line-soma differentiation: in humans, small proportion of cells which pass on genes 

(iii)Integration: (a) mutual dependence of parts; (b) maintenance of a boundary with the outside 
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- A+B originated in single fertilized egg, exhibit clear and singular germ-soma separation (single 

reproductive system), integration, and continuous skin boundary with outside. A+B one organism. 

 

- Arguments here not knock-down, many further considerations. But two risks: 

(i) Given own motivations, animalist should be deferential to biological theory. 

(ii)  Even if Hensel twins are two organisms, more challenging cases seem medically possible. 

 

6. Premise (1) and the One-Animal Reply (A = B = H) 

- Olson 2014, Boyle 2020: twins are “a single, psychologically divided member of our kind”  

- Olson: “repugnant”, would “put aside his metaphysical convictions and act as if there were two people”. 

(a) Not entirely obvious what twins’ metaphysical self-conception is (“we’re two persons”). 

(b) Self-conception cannot be an infallible guide to metaphysics. 

(c) Unclear how metaphysics or biology could count as “repugnant”. 

 

Separation 

- Separation of dicephalus twins is a medical possibility. Consider a successfully separation of twins, C and 

D (cf. Katie and Eilish Holton, though Katie soon died). How can one-animal account accommodate this? 

(i) H (= C = D) does not survive. Operation creates two new individuals. 

(ii) H survives but is bilocated. 

(iii) H survives but retains just one of the psychological systems present before surgery. A new 

individual is created with a psychology which qualitatively corresponds to the other system. 

 

- Olson embraces (i), claiming that this is just fission. But separation not analogous to fission: 

(a) Typical humans can’t be symmetrically “separated,” given single brain stem, spine, organs. 

(b) Cerebral hemispheres not symmetric, as surgical stroke patient assessments show. 

(c) There are not two people prior to fission (though cf. Lewis 1976). 

 

7. Premise (2) and a Third Option: A and B are distinct parts of H 

- If we grant (3) and (1) and so (5), animalist must deny (2). Cf. Snowdon 2014. 

- Proposal: A and B are parts of a human being. This proposal faces a very powerful objection: 

 

“Why, then, would there be no person of the twins’ kind associated with each normal human organism? 

Suppose … that twin people were brains. Each normal human organism has a brain little different from 

those of the Hensel twins. If each “twin” brain were a person—a thinking, conscious being—we should 

expect my brain to be a person as well. And in that case it would be me. If I became convinced that the 

Hensel twins were not organisms, I would infer from this … that no human person is an organism and that 

we are all beings of whatever metaphysical kind the twins are.” (Olson 2014; cf. C&M 2016, Parfit 2012) 

 

8. Thinking Parts and Madden’s (2016) Causal-Functional Solution 

- Plausible that local activity of parts of ordinary humans suffices for presence of conscious thought. 

Call any set of parts of a human whose activity is so sufficient, thinking-parts or T-parts. 

- Call any proper part of a human which contains such T-parts an overlapper. 

- Why aren’t overlappers thinkers? 

- What is the relation between a genuine thinker and their T-parts? 

 

Causal coordination: S is a conscious subject just if S has T-parts which causally coordinate its inputs 

and outputs in a sufficiently sophisticated way. 

 

- Overlappers meet this condition. Like amputees, they just have more proximal inputs/outputs. 

 

Causal coordination as function: S is a conscious subject just if S has T-parts whose function it is to 

causally coordinate its inputs and outputs in a sufficiently sophisticated way. 
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- Madden looks to accounts of function which appeal to evolutionary history (e.g., Millikan 1984). Thus, 

considering objection that an undetached human head is mentally endowed, he argues: 

 

“Given that it is the human organism and not the undetached head that is a member of a reproducing 

population, it is the past success in coordinating the inputs and outputs of ancestors of the organism that 

causally explains the current presence of the T-parts in the organism. Success in coordinating the inputs 

and outputs of the ‘ancestors’ of the undetached head is causally screened off as an explanation of the 

current presence of the T-parts in the organism.” (2016) 

 

- But both twins’ T-parts would seem to have evolved function of coordinating H not any proper part. 

 

9. Shea’s (2018) Pluralist Account of Functions 

 

Output F from system S is a stabilized function of S iff producing F has been systematically stabilized: 

(i) by contributing directly to the evolutionary success of systems S producing F; or 

(ii) by contributing through learning to S’s disposition to produce F; or 

[(iii) where S is an organism, by contributing directly to the persistence of S.] 

 

- Allows for “swamp” systems to acquire functions via learning [or contributing to organism survival] 

 

Conjoined twins and function acquisition 

- Call (with prejudice) the part of H coordinated by its right-hand nervous system, Abby. 

- Abby contains a complete nervous system and so T-parts which coordinate her inputs and outputs. 

- Crucially, even though the evolved function of these T-parts is to coordinate H’s inputs and outputs, they 

can acquire the function of coordinating Abby’s, allowing them to meet Madden’s condition. 

 

- Three examples of learning leading to stabilized function: 

(i) Classical conditioning: Abby has bad experiences bathing (e.g., gets water in her eyes and cries). 

She develops a conditioned response to sound of bath water, and cries simply on hearing it. 

(ii) Habituation: Abby gets eye infections requiring drops. She stops blinking when receiving them. 

(iii) Reinforcement learning: Abby starts to vocalize “Mama”. Over time, “Mama” becomes a 

reliable response to her sensory systems detecting the twins’ mother, through her and others’ 

reinforcement. Abby comes to utter “Mama” habitually (an automatic response to detection of 

the mother) or instrumentally (to achieve the reinforcer, e.g., maternal attention). 

 

- In all these cases, and many more, Abby’s T-parts acquire the stabilized function of coordinating Abby-

side input and output in a specific way through learning. 

- Critically, Abby’s T-parts do not acquire the function of coordinating H’s input and output. For Brittany-

side detection does not produce Abby-side output, and vice-versa. 

 

- Typically, learning aligns with evolved functions, yielding new ways of coordinating H’s inputs/outputs. 

- Only in rare cases do functions part ways, paving way for dissociation between organism and individual. 

 

10. Too Many Thinkers, Redux? 

- If T-parts retain their evolved function, threat of too-many thinkers problem on which H also a thinker. 

- T-parts need not just to have a certain function, but to be performing it. 

- T-parts do not perform function of co-ordinating H’s inputs and outputs. They have lost control of H. 

- Suppose R slowly wastes away, leaving only L. If H also survives, then H will be intrinsically identical 

to a typical human yet not a thinker despite having T-parts whose evolved function is to coordinate its 

inputs and outputs. They cannot perform this function since inputs/outputs already under control of L. 
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